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SECTION 1

This section should take you approximately 30 minutes.

Read the passage then answer the questions that follow.

ALL questions should be attempted.

SECTION 2

This section should take you approximately 50 minutes.

Answer any two questions.
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SECTION 1

ALL questions should be attempted.

THE OFFICE OF TOMORROW

The office has changed considerably over the last 30 years.  Gone are typewriters 
and printed memos and in their place are PCs and e-mail systems.  Offices are 
evolving at a dramatic rate—with a new generation of workers growing up with social 
networks, fast internet connection and touch screen phones.

The internet has made global communication easier and given us the ability to talk to 
colleagues in another country as easily as if they were in the office next door.  With 
90% of us using the same software; conferencing, decision-making, management 
and day to day tasks can all be carried out from remote locations.  With a decent 
wi-fi connection, the right software and a positive attitude, workers can be just as 
productive at home or on the road as sitting behind an office desk. 

Many of today’s businesses rely heavily on e-mail to regularly communicate and 
collaborate with clients and colleagues.  However, social media is moving into the 
work sector with many companies choosing online communication such as Twitter, 
Facebook and Linkedin to recruit new business opportunities or advertise internal 
job vacancies. 

What does this revolution in communication mean for the future of the office?  Is it  
challenging the very need for the office at all?  Will we go into the office every day 
out of choice or necessity?

QUESTIONS

Answer ALL the questions, 1–5.

 1. Outline 4 advantages for employees of working from home.

 2. Discuss the factors regarding IT that need to be considered for employees who 
want to start working from home.

 3. Describe 3 types of decisions taken by different levels of management.

 4. Justify the need to monitor e-mails.

 5. Compare internal and external recruitment.
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SECTION 2

Answer any TWO questions.

 1. (a) Outline the reasons why a team leader may be reluctant to delegate.

  (b) Describe 3 strategies a team leader could use to improve their own efficiency in 
task management.

  (c) Justify the need for an organisation to monitor the work/life balance of its 
employees.

  (d) Discuss the benefits of training to both the employee and the organisation.

 2. (a) Outline the factors which would be considered when choosing an external 
venue for a team meeting.

  (b) Describe 3 features of presentation software that a team leader may use when 
training staff.

  (c) Discuss the reasons why some teams are more effective than others.

  (d) Justify the need to track staff absences.

 3. (a) Outline the benefits to an organisation of a staff appraisal system.

  (b) Describe 3 support systems that could be implemented to improve staff 
welfare.

  (c) Discuss the role of the Chair and the Secretary prior to a meeting taking place.

  (d) Justify the need for an effective chairperson at a meeting.
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 4. (a) Outline the benefits of dealing with customers face-to-face.

  (b) Describe 3 methods of surveying customer satisfaction.

  (c) Justify the need to gather qualitative information from customers. 

  (d)  Discuss how the physical environment can affect staff morale.

 5. (a) Outline the ways of informing staff about changes to legislation. 

  (b)  Describe the benefits of flexi-time to the organisation and the individual. 

  (c)  Discuss the customer care policies that would lead to high levels of customer 
satisfaction. 

  (d)  Justify the need for an organisation to have a Mission Statement.

[END OF QUESTION PAPER]
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You have 1 hour 20 minutes to complete this paper.  No alterations can be made to tasks after this 
time.  However, if you do not have the opportunity to print out all/any of the material during this 
time you will be given time at the end to do so.

1 60 marks are allocated to this paper.

2 Your name should be displayed on all work submitted.  Key in your name on each printout.

3 At the end of the examination, place your printouts inside the envelope provided.  Hand the 
envelope to the Invigilator.
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INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES

You work as an Administrative Assistant for Dundee Arts Council who are 
organising a city-wide festival which will take place in June.  

Events will be held in 10 venues across the city—these events have been chosen 
to appeal to a wide range of ages and interests.  Some events have several 
performances whilst others only have one. 

There are a number of tasks which are required to be completed for Sharon 
Syme who is the Chief Executive of the Festival.

The e-files that you will require are contained in the folder FESTIVAL.

Familiarise yourself with these files before starting the tasks.

Please ensure that your name appears on every printout.
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MEMORANDUM
TO Administrative Assistant

FROM Sharon Syme, Chief Executive

DATE Today’s

SUBJECT Administrative Tasks

 1. (a) We have just had an enquiry from one of our sponsors who would like to bring 
some guests to the Festival.  The guests will be staying in Dundee on both the 
12th and 13th of June.  They would like to see an adult comedy show.  Our 
sponsors intend to have some pre-performance drinks with the guests at the 
venue.  

   Find and print the names of suitable events that the sponsor’s guests could attend.   
Also include the performance date, performance time, venue name, services and 
category.

  (b) The council want to have an overview of the Festival.  For each date find how 
many events are on and the total capacity for that date.  Print a copy of your 
results.

  (c) As ticket sales for Monday the 8th of June are likely to be low the council has 
offered to subsidise the ticket price by 30%.  Calculate the reduced ticket price 
and the subsidy per performance assuming full capacity.

   Create a report showing the event, capacity, reduced ticket price and the subsidy 
per performance.  Group by category.

   Insert the Festival’s logo and give the report an appropriate title.  In the report 
footer insert:

   DUNDEE ARTS FESTIVAL 2015

Page three
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 2. (a) The cost of running each performance and total cost of the event now need to be 
calculated.

   Complete the Event Costs sheet using the Venue Costs and Performances sheets.

   Print a copy of the Event Costs sheet in value view on one page.   Also print in 
formulae view on one page omitting the venue.

  (b) I would like information on how tickets are selling for each event as I plan to start 
promoting those events which are not selling.

•	 In the Ticket Availability sheet calculate the number of tickets sold using 
information from the Performances sheet.

•	 Calculate the percentage of tickets that are still unsold and show the 
availability for each event.

   Print a value view of the sheet on one page, showing the events with the highest 
percentage of unsold tickets first.

   Print a formulae view of the sheet on one page omitting the table.
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 3. Complete the Council Briefing Report using the following instructions and any 
comments in the file.

•	 Create a front page with the following headings and insert the Festival’s  
logo—enhance the front page.

DUNDEE ARTS FESTIVAL

8 – 14 JUNE 2015

COUNCIL BRIEFING

•	 Insert a table of contents on the second page in double line spacing.

•	 Insert a footnote at the end of the section on the Impact of the Festival.  The 
wording is as follows:

   More information at edfringe.com

•	 Key in the following information as the second paragraph in the section called 
Involving the Local Community

•	 Insert page numbers at the right hand side of the footer and Council Briefing on 
the left hand.  The first page should not have a footer.

[END OF QUESTION PAPER]
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Instructions to Teachers/Lecturers

PRIOR TO THE EXAMINATION

The following files are to be created and saved using the file names indicated.  
This will enable the candidate to access the required information necessary 
to complete the tasks.  All files may be adapted to suit your centre’s housestyle 
provided no additional information is given to candidates.  Margins should be in 
accordance with your centre’s housestyle.

Note:  Filenames need not be shown on master printouts.

Teachers/Lecturers should ensure that candidates CANNOT access files prior to 
the examination.

These files should be stored in a folder named FESTIVAL.

EVENTS  —  this is a relational database file with 3 tables: EVENTS, 
PERFORMANCES and VENUES.

   EVENTS – 30 records
   PERFORMANCES – 93 records
   VENUES – 10 records

   Font for each table is – Calibri 11

   Primary Keys and Relationships should be set as indicated.

FESTIVAL LOGO   — As shown (or similar graphic)

EVENT COSTS  — This is a workbook of 4 sheets.

   •	 Venue	Costs
	 	 	 •	 Event	Costs
	 	 	 •	 Performances
	 	 	 •	 Availability

   Tabs may be coloured to aid students.

    All sheets

    Main Headings – Calibri 20 bold

    Column Headings – Calibri 12 bold

    Rest of sheet – Calibri 12

BRIEFING REPORT   — Text file

   Data presented as shown

   Trebuchet 14

   Single line spacing

   Comment inserted
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EVENTS   This is a relational database file with 3 tables:

    Font is Calibri 11

    Primary Keys and relationships should be set as indicated.

EVENTS – 30 records

Field properties

EVENT ID Primary Key – number

EVENT NAME Text

TICKET PRICE Currency – 2 decimal places

CATEGORY Text

CAPACITY Number – no decimals

DURATION (HOURS) Number – one decimal

OVER 18s ONLY Yes/No

PERFORMANCES – 93 records

Field properties

PERFORMANCE ID Primary Key – number

EVENT ID Number

PERFORMANCE DATE Date/Time

PERFORMANCE TIME Date/Time

VENUE ID Number

VENUES – 10 records

Field properties

VENUE ID Primary Key – number

VENUE NAME Text

SERVICES Memo

HIRE COST (PER HOUR) Currency – 2 decimals

CONTACT Text

E-MAIL Text
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FESTIVAL LOGO As shown (or similar graphic)

EVENT COSTS This is a workbook of  4 sheets

•	 Venue	Costs
•	 Event	Costs
•	 Performances
•	 Availability

Tabs may be coloured to aid students

All sheets

Main Headings – Calibri 20 bold
Column Headings – Calibri 12 bold
Rest of  sheet – Calibri 12

Venue Costs – row 3 shaded and font colour changed
Column A – general
Column B – currency 2 decimal places

Event Costs – row 3 text wrapped
Column A and B – general
Column C – number – 1 decimal place
Column F – currency 2 decimal places

All other columns formatted for general

Performances – row 3 text wrapped
Column A – date
Column B – general
Column C – number

Ticket Availability – row 3 text wrapped
Column A – general
Column B – number
Column C to E – general format

Table displayed using shading
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BRIEFING REPORT Text file

Data presented as shown
Trebuchet 14
Single line spacing

Comment inserted
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Database:  EVENTS
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Database:  PERFORMANCES
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Database:  PERFORMANCES (Continued)
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Filename:  FESTIVAL LOGO
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Spreadsheet file:  EVENT COSTS

Worksheet:  VENUE COSTS
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Spreadsheet file:  EVENT COSTS

Worksheet:  PERFORMANCES
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Spreadsheet file:  EVENT COSTS

Worksheet:  PERFORMANCES (Continued)
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Spreadsheet file:  EVENT COSTS

Worksheet:  PERFORMANCES (Continued)
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Spreadsheet file:  EVENT COSTS

Worksheet:  AVAILABILITY
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Word Processing:  BRIEFING REPORT
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Word Processing:  BRIEFING REPORT (Continued)


